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Abstract: Cereal and oil video surveillance data play a vital role in food traceability, which not only 

helps to ensure the quality and safety of food, but also helps to improve the efficiency and transpar-

ency of the supply chain. Traditional video surveillance systems mainly adopt a centralized storage 

mode, which is characterized by the deployment of multiple monitoring nodes and a large amount 

of data storage. It is difficult to guarantee the data security, and there is an urgent need for a solution 

that can achieve the safe and efficient storage of cereal and oil video surveillance data. This study 

proposes a blockchain-based abnormal data storage model for cereal and oil video surveillance. The 

model introduces a deep learning algorithm to process the cereal and oil video surveillance data, 

obtaining images with abnormal behavior from the monitoring data. The data are stored on a block-

chain after hash operation, and InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is used as a secondary database to 

store video data and alleviate the storage pressure on the blockchain. The experimental results show 

that the model achieves the safe and efficient storage of cereal and oil video surveillance data, 

providing strong support for the sustainable development of the cereal and oil industry. 
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1. Introduction 

Cereal and oil are necessities of human life and, therefore, it is important to ensure 

their quality and safety [1]. The large production scale of cereal and oil and their extended 

temporal and spatial span from cultivation to sale make it difficult to implement effective 

regulations [2]. Cereal and oil reserves are a key link in the supply chain, and the imple-

mentation of a national cereal and oil security strategy requires that the granary be well-

guarded and -managed [3]. At present, most grain depots are equipped with omnidirec-

tional video surveillance cameras. Through the remote monitoring of key areas and key 

grain depots, the information of depots can be viewed at any time to achieve visual su-

pervision. 

The grain depot video monitoring system has many monitoring nodes, large video 

storage, and contains a large amount of detected information [4,5]. Currently, the main 

problems are as follows: First, most grain depots store data in a centralized way, which 

forms an information island between different departments and grain depots, making it 

difficult to effectively share information. Second, cases of tampering, falsification, dele-

tion, etc. can occur during the process of entering the information into the local database, 
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which makes it difficult to ensure the data’s integrity. Third, the massive amount of video 

surveillance data occupies a large amount of storage space, which can very easily cause a wast-

age of resources [6,7]. Blockchain technology can effectively solve the aforementioned prob-

lems, and research on the storage of video data on a blockchain has become a current hot topic. 

Blockchain is a new type of distributed database with the underlying use of hash 

encryption algorithms, consensus mechanisms, smart contracts, peer-to-peer networks 

and other core technologies. Consequently, the data uploaded to the blockchain have the 

characteristics of openness and transparency, tamper resistance, traceability, permanent 

preservation, etc. [8]. In recent years, many researchers have combined blockchain tech-

nology with the food industry [9–14]. The use of blockchain to store data can not only 

ensure data security, but also promote information interaction between nodes on the 

blockchain and solve the trust problem caused by centralization. However, the highly re-

dundant storage mechanism of blockchain will cause problems such as a low throughput 

rate and difficulty in scaling [15–17], which will restrict its development. At present, re-

searchers mainly study the storage scalability of blockchain from two aspects: on-chain 

capacity expansion [18–20] and off-chain capacity expansion [21–24]. It has been shown 

that the model incorporating the latter storage scheme enhances the scaling effect of the 

blockchain more than the former scheme. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a blockchain-based cereal and oil video surveillance ab-

normal data storage model to ensure the security, traceability and anti-tamper robustness 

of video surveillance data storage. First, a dual storage model based on blockchain and In-

terPlanetary File System (IPFS) is designed to ensure the safe storage of data and relieve the 

storage pressure in the blockchain. Second, we study the target detection algorithm based 

on YOLOv7 [25], and design and implement the anomaly detection model for the video 

surveillance data of the grain depot. We extract and store the frames with abnormal behav-

iors in the video, and quickly obtain the video summary while reducing the data redun-

dancy. Last, the FISCO BCOS [26] is deployed and relevant data are uploaded to the chain. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Blockchain 

Blockchain is a chained data structure that sequentially combines data blocks in a 

chronological order. Each block is composed of a block header and a block body [27], as 

shown in Figure 1. Each block header contains the hash value of the previous block, and 

it is connected to the current block from the genesis block to form a chained data storage 

structure. The block body includes the number of transactions in the current block and all 

transaction records generated during the block creation process. These records undergo 

the Merkel tree hash process to generate a unique Merkel root and are stored in the block 

header, which ensures that each block is connected chronologically and the transaction 

data cannot be easily tampered with. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of blocks. 
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Blockchain is essentially a decentralized database. It is a new application model of 

computer technology such as distributed data storage, peer-to-peer transmission, consen-

sus mechanism, encryption algorithm and so on. It can ensure the safe storage, transmis-

sion and sharing of data, and solve the problems of data silos and information barriers. 

Currently, there are three main types of blockchains: public, private and consortium 

blockchain [28]. Table 1 shows the differences between them. Among them, the consor-

tium blockchain is widely used as it is more private and secure compared to the public 

blockchain, and data sharing is more efficient compared to the private blockchain [29]. In 

this study, FISCO BCOS consortium blockchain technology is used as the basis for model 

design and development. 

Table 1. Classification of blockchain. 

 Public Blockchain Consortium Blockchain Private Blockchain 

Participant Anyone Alliance members 
Inside individual organiza-

tions 

Degree of centralization Totally decentralized Partially decentralized Centralized 

Performance Slow Fast Fast 

Transaction efficiency Low Higher High 

Consensus algorithm POW, POS Raft, PBFT Paxos 

Representative 

Examples 
Bitcoin, Ethereum Hyperledger Fabric, FISCO BCOS ConsenSys 

2.2. IPFS 

IPFS [30] is a new hypermedia transport protocol based on content addressing. It 

generates a corresponding hash fingerprint based on the file contents, which serves as a 

unique identifier for the file and provides the file storage location. The IPFS has the feature 

of automatic de-duplication, which considerably reduces the data storage cost. As the 

IPFS network has servers over many geographic locations, the failure of some servers can 

be overcome using the backup files of other nodes and, therefore, permanent storage can 

be achieved. 

The files in IPFS use the form of objects to store data, where each object contains data 

items and link arrays, and the data size is no more than 256 KB [31]. If the data size exceeds 

256 KB, it will be split into multiple objects, and subsequently, an upper-level object will 

be established to summarize the split objects and form a link, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Storage structure of IPFS. 
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2.3. Inter-Frame Difference 

Motion target detection is a very important research direction in video sequence anal-

ysis, and also plays an important role in intelligent video surveillance. Various researchers 

have conducted extensive research on motion target detection methods, and the com-

monly used methods include inter-frame difference, background subtraction and optical 

flow analysis [32–34]. Table 2 shows the differences between these algorithms. 

Table 2. Comparison of methods for object detection. 

Algorithm Inter-Frame Difference Background Subtraction Optical Flow Analysis 

Result of the operation 
Outer contour of the moving 

target 

Entire area of the movement 

target 

Entire area of the movement 

target 

Complexity of operation Small 
Determined by algorithm 

complexity 
Big 

Scope of use Fixed camera Fixed camera Fixed or moving camera 

Robustness Good Common Bad 

Inter-frame difference method selects two or more adjacent frames in a video image 

sequence and performs a difference operation to obtain the contour of a moving target. It 

achieves target detection by utilizing the results of the difference operation of pixels at the 

corresponding positions in different images [35]. Figure 3 shows the main workflow. 

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of inter-frame difference. 

In Figure 3, f�(x, y) and f���(x, y) are the two images collected at time i and time i − 

1, respectively. The difference image can be obtained as the following: 

D�(x, y) = |f�(x, y) − f���(x, y)|  (1)

The binarization formula of Di (x,y) is as follows: 

R�(x, y) = �
255, D�(x, y) < Th

0, D�(x, y) ≥ Th
  (2)

where the points with a gray value of 255 and 0 are the foreground and background 

points, respectively, and Th is the threshold value. The inter-frame difference method is 

simple in calculation, fast in detection, has good adaptability to the dynamic environment, 

and detects distant moving targets effectively in real-time. 

2.4. YOLOv7 

YOLO is the most typical representation of one-stage target detection algorithms, 

which uses deep neural networks for object recognition and localization, and runs fast 

enough to be used in real-time systems [36]. YOLOv7 is the more advanced algorithm of 

the YOLO series, surpassing the previous YOLO versions in terms of accuracy and speed. 

The YOLOv7 algorithm framework is mainly composed of input, backbone and head [37], 

and its structure is shown in Figure 4. At the input, different preprocessing operations 

such as mosaic data enhancement, adaptive anchor frame computation and image scaling 

are performed on the input image. The backbone network consists of several CBS mod-

ules, ELAN modules and MP modules [38]. The CBS module consists of a Conv layer, BN 

layer and SiLU layer, and its purpose is to extract features from the image.  
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The ELAN module consists of several convolutional modules and can learn more 

features by controlling the shortest and longest gradient paths. The MP module has two 

branches that perform downsampling. It utilizes max pooling operations to reduce the 

spatial dimension of the feature maps, effectively capturing essential information at dif-

ferent scales, improving the feature extraction ability of the network. The SPPCSPC struc-

ture is composed of spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) and contextual spatial pyramid convo-

lution (CSPC). It divides the features into two parts, one of which is processed by the 

conventional CBS module, the other part is processed by CBS and max pooling. Finally, 

these two parts are merged together, which can obtain a higher precision. The head net-

work performs feature processing on the image output from the backbone network. It also 

uses a path aggregation pyramid network to pass the bottom level information to the 

higher level along a bottom-up path to efficiently fuse features at different levels [39]. Fi-

nally, the number of channels is adjusted by the RepConv structure for features of differ-

ent scales, providing results of three different sizes. 

 

Figure 4. Overall network architecture of YOLOv7. 

2.5. Cereal and Oil Video Surveillance Abnormal Data Storage Scheme Based on Blockchain 

In this section, a cereal and oil video monitoring abnormal data storage scheme based 

on blockchain is proposed. The scheme studies the granary video monitoring data in the 

cereal and oil supply chain. It includes the model construction, target detection model 

based on the improved YOLOv7, and the dual storage model based on blockchain and 

IPFS. Table 3 illustrates the symbols used in the scheme and their respective meanings. 

Table 3. List of symbols and their meanings. 

Symbol Meaning of Symbol 

GVSD Grain video surveillance data 

KF KeyFrames of video 

DU Data user 
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SD Supervision department 

IPFS InterPlanetary File System 

CID Unique identifier of the file returned by IPFS 

ID Identity of block 

Hash(.) Hash value of data 

PK(.) Public key 

SK(.) Private key 

Sign_SK(.) Sign with the private key 

As Figure 5 shows, the model consists of five entities: the monitoring device, the data 

user, the FISCO BCOS, the IPFS and the regulator. The surveillance device consists of a 

wireless self-organizing local area network of camera sensor nodes, which transmit the 

video stream to the data client. The data user represents the person within each depot who 

manages the video surveillance data of the grain depot. The FISCO BCOS and IPFS pro-

vide a decentralized storage platform for data users. The supervision department has the 

right to view the video monitoring data of each library point in the case of emergencies. 

 

Figure 5. Model structure. 

There are a variety of abnormal behaviors in grain depots such as not wearing a 

safety helmet, unauthorized personnel entering and exiting, and the unsafe operation of 

equipment. Hazards such as unstable grain accumulation and operation of machinery and 

equipment may cause accidental injuries to operators. As head protection equipment, 

safety helmets can effectively protect workers from falling objects, splashing debris and 

other injuries, reduce or avoid potential safety hazards to the workers’ safety, and help to 

maintain the safe operation of grain depots. Thus, this paper takes the abnormal behaviors 

of not wearing safety helmets as the research object. This scheme uses the improved 

YOLOv7 algorithm to process the video surveillance data. It extracts and encrypts the 

video frames with abnormal behavior, i.e., without safety helmet, without tooling, etc., 

and stores the encrypted summarized information on the blockchain without storing the 

all the video data, which can effectively reduce the storage pressure on the block. The IPFS 

system stores the original video data and ensures its security. The proposed scheme 

achieves the safe and efficient storage of video surveillance data in the grain depot 

through a variety of technologies, which can effectively assist the supervisory authorities 

in investigating and handling emergencies. 
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2.5.1. Target Detection Model Based on Improved YOLOv7 Algorithm 

Figure 6 shows the basic flow of the model. The data user first extracts the key frames 

in the grain depot video surveillance data using the inter-frame difference method. Sub-

sequently, it uses the improved YOLOv7 algorithm to construct a target detection model, 

through which the images of personnel without helmets in the surveillance video are ob-

tained. 

 

Figure 6. Process of extracting video summaries. 

Due to the existence of a large amount of redundant information in video surveil-

lance, this experiment uses the target detection method based on inter-frame difference to 

extract the key frames in the video, which improves the detection efficiency. There are 

three methods for threshold selection in the inter-frame difference, which are the maxi-

mum value of the difference intensity, the preset difference intensity, and the local maxi-

mum value of the difference intensity. 

In order to intuitively compare the extraction performance of the above methods, 

some of the detected images are selected for comparison, as shown in Figures 7–9. The 

threshold selection methods are used to extract video data with a length of 32 min and 8 

s, and the corresponding times are 26.91 s, 32.83 s and 23.63 s. Figure 9 shows that the 

extraction results obtained using the differential intensity local maxima as the threshold 

are the best: They are evenly dispersed in the video, and are representative to a certain 

extent. Therefore, in this paper, the frame with an average inter-frame differential inten-

sity local maximum is selected as the key video frame. 
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Figure 7. The extraction performance of using differential intensity maxima. 

 

Figure 8. The extraction performance of using preset differential intensity. 

 

Figure 9. The extraction performance of using differential intensity local maxima. 

In this study, the personnel without safety helmets in the grain depot are considered 

as the research target. A target detection model based on the improved YOLOv7 algorithm 
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is proposed to meet the real-time requirements and improve the detection accuracy. The 

YOLOv7 loss function contains the classification loss, the confidence loss and the locali-

zation loss. Out of these, the classification loss and confidence loss adopt the binary cross-

entropy loss function, and the localization loss adopts the CIoU loss function, which is 

defined in (3) and (4). 

CIoU = IoU −
����,����

�� − αv  (3)

Loss���� = 1 − IoU +
����,����

�
+ αv  (4)

where 
����,����

��  is the penalty term, b and b�� represent the center point of the prediction 

box and the real box, respectively, ρ represents the Euclidean distance between the two 

points, and c represents the diagonal distance of the minimum external matrix formed 

by the prediction box and the real box. Furthermore, α is a balance parameter, and v is 

used to measure the consistency of the width-to-height ratio. These parameters are de-

fined as follows: 

α =
�

�������
  (5)

v =
�

�� (arctan
���

��� − arctan
�

�
)�  (6)

It can be gathered from (6) that when the difference between the aspect ratio of the 

predicted box and the real box is not large, the CIoU loss function cannot express the pen-

alty term of the aspect ratio in a stable manner. At the same time, the model has a slower 

convergence speed because the CIoU loss function only considers the distance between 

the real box and the predicted box, overlapping area and aspect ratio, and ignores the 

angle between the real box and the predicted box. In YOLO, the commonly used loss func-

tions also include SIoU, DIoU, GIoU and EIoU. Among them, EIOU replaces the aspect 

ratio by calculating the difference value of the width and height, respectively, on the basis 

of CIOU, which solves the fuzzy definition of aspect ratio. Therefore, in this study, the 

EIoU loss function is used instead of the CIoU loss function as the localization loss func-

tion of the YOLOv7 algorithm, which is defined as the following: 

Loss���� = 1 − IOU +
����,����

(��)��(��)� +
����,����

(��)� +
����,����

(��)�   (7)

The EIoU loss function includes the IoU loss, distance loss and position loss. On the 

basis of CIoU, the width and height influence factors of the prediction and real boxes are 

split and calculated separately, which minimizes the difference between their widths and 

heights. This improves the regression performance, the convergence speed and position-

ing. It also introduces the focal loss to reduce the imbalance of positive and negative sam-

ples, and the imbalance of difficult and easy samples. 

2.5.2. Time-Division Storage of Cereal and Oil Video Surveillance Data  

Based on Blockchain 

Considering grain depot video surveillance data (GVSD) as the research object, the 

acquired GVSD are processed in segments of two hours, and stored on the blockchain in 

batches in order to improve the storage access efficiency. The specific steps are as follows: 

Step 1: The data user uploads the original GVSD data and the image data of the per-

sonnel without helmets together in a file to the IPFS. The IPFS generates a unique hash 

value based on the file content and returns the CID, which can be used by the CID to find 

the corresponding file in the IPFS. 

Step 2: The data user uses the SHA256 hash function to encrypt the image data (KF) 

of the personnel without wearing helmets, and obtain the hash value hKF, i.e., 

hash(KF)→hKF. 
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Step 3: The data user uses the private key SKd to sign the CID and the hash value hKF 

of the image data obtained in step 2 as SIK, i.e., SIK = Sign_SKd(CID, hKF). Subsequently, SIK 

is recorded in the consortium blockchain and broadcasted in the form of a transaction, 

and the blockchain will return the transaction receipt storing the data. 

Step 4: The regulator needs to view the GVSD data for a certain time period, and 

obtain the corresponding SIK record from the blockchain based on the index of the string 

containing the video time. 

Step 5: The regulator performs the first decryption using the data user’s public key 

PKd to confirm that the SIK record was uploaded by the same data user, i.e., Decrypt(PKd, 

SIK)→(CID, hKF). 

Step 6: The regulator locates the storage node for the video surveillance data by con-

tent addressing in the IPFS based on the hash address CID, and downloads the original 

GVSD record and the image data of personnel without helmets. 

Step 7: In the last step, hash operation is performed on the images of personnel with-

out helmets and the corresponding calculation results are compared with hKF on the chain. 

This completes the process of storing and the management of GVSD on the chain. 

3. Results and Discussion  

The operating systems of the experiments presented in this paper are Windows and 

Ubuntu. The deep learning framework Pytorch is utilized to build, train and test the target 

detection model, and the improved YOLOv7 algorithm is used to carry out the detection 

on the cereal and oil video surveillance data. The simulation deployment of alliance chain 

nodes is achieved on the virtual machine to construct the blockchain network based on 

FISCO BCOS. Table 4 shows the specific operating environment of this system. 

Table 4. System operating environment. 

Experimental Environment Version 

Virtual machine VMware Workstation 16.2.1 build-18811642 

Operating system Windows10 64 bit, Ubuntu-16.04.7 

CPU 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11800H 

GPU NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 Laptop 

Memory 32 GB 

Python v3.8.2 

Deep learning framework Pytorch 1.12.1 CUDA 10.2 

FISCO BCOS v2.9.1 

Go-ipfs v0.4.14 

OpenSSL V1.0.2 

3.1. Target Detection Based on Improved YOLOv7 Algorithm 

In this study, the personnel in the grain depot without helmets are considered the 

research target, and the YOLOv7 algorithm is chosen to construct the target detection 

model. The helmet datasets used in this paper are obtained from the web via Python 

scripts. A total of 2800 personnel samples are screened, and the images are labeled using 

Labelimg and saved in YOLO format. The datasets are randomly divided into the training 

set, the test set and the validation set, according to the ratio of 8:1:1. The datasets consist 

of two categories: one without a helmet and the other with a helmet. The initial learning 

rate during training is 0.01, momentum is 0.937 and batch size is set to 8. The training 

image sizes are all set to 640 × 640 pixels, and training is carried out over 100 epochs. 

Recall =
��

�����
  (8)

mAP =
�

�
∑ AP�

�
���   (9)
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Precision =
��

�����
  (10)

AP = ∑ (r��� − r�)p(r���)���
���   (11)

The performance of different loss functions is analyzed by replacing the loss function 

CIoU of the original YOLOv7 with SIoU, DIoU, GIoU and EIoU. Table 5 compares the 

performance of the above five loss functions applied to YOLOv7. 

Table 5. Performance of five loss functions. 

Loss mAP/% Precision/% Recall/% 
Training 

Time/hr 

CIoU 93 90.8 86.6 2.99 

SIoU 94.4 93.5 89.3 2.71 

DIoU 92.9 90.6 87.0 2.81 

GIoU 79.2 85.2 72.0 2.69 

EIoU (ours) 94.5 93.7 90.0 2.67 

It can be gathered based on Table 5 that compared with CIoU, the mAP, Precision 

and Recall of the EIoU loss function model are 1.5%, 2.9% and 3.4% higher, respectively, 

and the training time is shortened by 0.32 hr. Compared with SIoU, the mAP, Precision 

and Recall of EIoU loss function model are 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.7% higher, respectively, and 

the training time is 0.04 h less. Compared with DIoU, the mAP, Precision and Recall of 

EIoU loss function model are 1.6%, 3.1% and 3% higher, respectively, and the training 

time is shortened by 0.14 h. Compared with GIoU, the mAP, Precision and Recall of EIoU 

loss function model are 15.3%, 8.5% and 18% higher, respectively, and the training time is 

decreased by 0.02 hr. The above analysis shows that the comprehensive advantages of the 

EIoU loss function for model training are more obvious and the detection precision is the 

highest. 

In order to objectively evaluate the performance of the improved YOLOv7 model for 

helmet detection in this study, the same number of training sets is used under the same 

configuration conditions. Comparative experiments are carried out using several popular 

target detection networks: YOLOv3-Tiny, YOLOv5s and YOLOv7. The experimental re-

sults are evaluated using Recall, Precision and mAP and FPS, which are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Experimental results comparison of five algorithms. 

Model mAP@0.5/% Precision/% Recall/% 

YOLOv3-Tiny 83.7 90.1 74.6 

YOLOv5s 91.9 94.6 85.2 

YOLOv7 93 90.8 86.6 

Ours 94.5 93.7 90.0 

Table 6 shows that YOLOv7 outperforms the YOLOv3 and YOLOv5 models in terms 

of the mAP and Recall rate, which has certain advantages. Compared with the basic 

YOLOv7 model, the mAP, Precision and Recall are increased by 1.5%, 2.9% and 0.4%, re-

spectively. Therefore, the improved algorithm proposed in this study can increase the 

precision of helmet wearing inspection. 

In order to better verify the algorithm proposed in this paper, some frames of the 

video monitoring data of the grain depot are selected for testing, and the detection per-

formance of the benchmark model YOLOv7 before and after the proposed improvement 

is compared and analyzed, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10a, c and e show the detection 

results with the reference model. Figure 10b, d and f show the detection results with the 

proposed algorithm. In the environment with dense intersection, false detection occurs in 
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Figure 10a,c. In the environment with weak light, false detection also occurs in Figure 10e. 

In Figure 10b,d,f, each target is accurately detected and has a higher detection accuracy. 

Therefore, the improved YOLOv7 model has good robustness in a more complex environ-

ment, showing better performance and higher detection accuracy. 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of detection results. 

3.2. Surveillance Video Data Storage Based on FISCO BCOS 

This experiment builds an IPFS and deploys a blockchain network using the FISCO 

BCOS platform. The visualization WeBASE platform is used to complete the develop-

ment, deployment and invocation of data storage smart contracts and other operations, as 

shown in Figures 11 and 12. 
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Figure 11. Process of writing data on-chain. 

 
Figure 12. Process of reading data on-chain. 

In this study, the SHA256 algorithm is used to encrypt the frames of the grain depot 

video where personnel are without helmets. The contract deployer has the right to call the 

function of setting the shared data, and sign the encrypted picture abstract hKF and the 

video data storage address CID in IPFS with its own private key to obtain the data. Sub-

sequently, the deployed contract uploads the data to the chain. Algorithm 1 shows the 

data upload algorithm. 

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for setSharedData 

Input: _wusr(address),_key(time of video),_value(data) 

1: function setSharedData                                                                                     

2:    if hasAccess(_wusr)= =True                                                                           

3:        _value=Sign _SK_wusr（data）                                                      

4:    if bytes(_key).length>0 and bytes(_value).length >0                                   

5:        dataMap[_wusr] [_key] = DataRecord(_date: _key,_signdata: _value)  

6:      emit DataAdded(_wusr, _key, _value) 

When the regulator wants to view the video data in a certain period of time, they call 

the Get Shared Data function in the contract, and enters their own address and video in-

dex. If it has access rights, the system will return the corresponding block information. 

Algorithm 2 shows the data access algorithm. 
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Algorithm 2. Algorithm for getSharedData 

Input: _rusr(address),_key(time of video), _wusr(address) 

1: function getSharedData 

2:    if hasAccess(_rusr)= =True  

3:        DataRecord storage record = dataMap[_userAddress][_key]  

4:    return record._signdata 

Next, we test the stability of video files with different sizes. When the size of the 

stored video file is less than or equal to 5 GB, this system can complete a data-sending 

transaction in 5 s and return the block ID. When the uploaded file is larger than 10 GB, it 

is still able to complete the sending of a transaction at a faster speed. Considering the 

video file with a size of 3.2 GB as an example, 248 frames of key information are finally 

obtained using the target detection algorithm. Out of these frames, 34 abnormal images 

where personnel are not wearing helmets are extracted. The total size of these abnormal 

images is about 1.1 MB, which is considerably smaller than that of the original video file, 

and the whole process can be completed within 10 s. This analysis from the perspective of 

distributed storage shows that the way of storing data in this study improves the system 

scalability. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, a dual storage model of “Blockchain + IPFS” was designed to address 

the problems of the reliability, security and resource wastage of traditional cereal and oil 

video surveillance data storage. The use of IPFS in this model was not only suitable for 

the decentralized characteristics of blockchain, but also mitigated the problem of the in-

sufficient storage capacity of blockchain. The improved YOLOv7 algorithm exhibited a 

1.5%, 2.9% and 3.4% higher mAP, Recall and Precision, respectively, than the original 

YOLOv7 model. Thus, it could obtain the abnormal information in the cereal and oil video 

surveillance data from the complex grain storage environment more accurately. This 

study replaced the complete video data with video summaries for on-chain storage, which 

effectively reduced the storage burden on the blockchain while ensuring the integrity and 

security of the cereal and oil video surveillance data storage, and significantly improved 

the query efficiency of the on-chain data. The model proposed in this paper is of great 

significance for ensuring cereal and oil safety, which is a fundamental issue linked to the 

survival of human beings. 
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